Signing up for the E-text and MasteringPhysics.

Course ID = MPMAPS48317

Access Code = CMPYF-DAHEJ-EUPEN-APIAN-CANTO-HOLES

Step-by-step instructions or watch the video here (mp4).

1. Go to http://www.masteringphysics.com/
2. Click Register as Student
3. Select Location = US or Canada
4. “Yes” to I have a Course ID (The course ID = MPMAPS48317)
5. “Yes” to I have an Access Code (Access Code is entered late)
6. Accept terms
7. Create a Mastering account. If you have used a Pearson’s MasteringXXXXX already in another course, use your existing account. Otherwise create an account; the most efficient username is your UMD email address.
8. The Access Code is = CMPYF-DAHEJ-EUPEN-APIAN-CANTO-HOLES
9. Next … Login Now … Re-enter the course ID, and you should be there.

10. If you are repeating PHYS 2013 and previously purchased access to MasteringPhysics for it, please see the instructor in person to avoid being billed again.

Printed copies of the text are optional and available in the Bookstore.